Fall/Winter 2019-2020 Eyewear Collection
In this Fall/Winter 2019-2020 collection, Coach presents a beautiful
selection of sophisticated and contemporary frames—classic and
edgy shapes revisiting iconic designs, updated with signature detailing
and cutting-edge craftsmanship.
A collection that embodies Coach’s classic American lifestyle
with a touch of timeless luxury and trendy innovation. These bold
and modern designs are crafted in a variety of vibrant colors,
for a cool, self-confident fashion statement.

Ombré Metal

HC 7106
With a contemporary open wire construction, this
classic round shape features a new gradient shading
technique on metal. The new ombré painting technique
creates beautiful, soft and summery chromatic
combinations, and features a modern and clean Coach
laser-engraved logo on shiny silver metal temples
with metal fronts and adjustable nose pads.
This model is offered in shiny gold/silver/light purple
with brown rose gradient lenses, shiny brown/silver/
light gold with smoke gradient lenses, shiny bronze/
silver/pink with blue to pink lenses, and shiny rose
gold/shiny silver with smoke blue pink gradient lenses.

HC 7109
A feminine, modern and classic shape featuring a new
gradient shading technique on metal. This concept
features an on-trend open wire execution mounted
over a classic shape. Finished with a laser-engraved
logo on a thin modern metal temple, this vivid and
joyful construction creates fresh color combinations
with a contemporary inspiration.
Available in shiny brown/silver/light gold with
shiny silver temples and smoke gradient lenses, shiny
burgundy/shiny silver with shiny silver temples and
gray gradient lenses, shiny purple/white chrome/
rose with white chrome temples and light gray
gradient lenses, shiny rose gold/shiny silver with
shiny rose gold/shiny silver temples and smoke blue
pink gradient lenses, and burgundy/shiny silver
with burgundy temples and gray gradient lenses.

Ombré Metal

HC 8277
This classic high-fashion and feminine square shape
is characterized by a mixed material construction
featuring Coach’s iconic Signature C pattern,
which is lasered off the vividly painted metal.
Available in dark tortoise with shiny light gold
temples and brown gradient lenses, transparent dark
gray with shiny light gold temples and dark gray
gradient lenses, transparent mauve with shiny rose
gold temples and gray pink gradient lenses, and
transparent lilac with shiny silver temples and
gray gradient lenses.

HC 7110
Coach’s iconic Signature C pattern is applied on
this modern, metal frame featuring a fully rimmed
cat-eye shape. The subtle décor is lasered off
on the painted metal, for a surprising final effect.
Available in shiny light gold with dark gray
lenses, shiny light gold with brown solid lenses,
and shiny rose gold with gray gradient lenses.

Signature C
HC 6144
Classic with a dainty vintage flair, this on-trend
rectangular shape features a full rim construction,
top-quality mixed materials and a new Coach iconic
Signature C detail mounted on the colored
metal of the frame.
This essential, sophisticated, timeless optical style
comes in dark tortoise with shiny light gold temples,
transparent dark gray with shiny light gold temples,
transparent mauve with shiny rose gold temples,
and transparent lilac with shiny silver temples.

HC 5106
This fully rimmed unique optical shape combines
elegance and femininity with whimsical ombré
colorways. The impeccable construction is enhanced
by weightless metal materials.
The beautiful, soft and summery tones of the palette
include shiny rose gold/shiny silver with shiny rose
gold temples, shiny brown/shiny silver/shiny with shiny
brown temples, burgundy/shiny silver/silver with
burgundy temples, and shiny purple/white chrome/rose
with shiny purple temples.

HC 5108
An elegant classic frame with vintage inspiration defines
this optical feminine model. The rounded full rim cat-eye
metal front features a flat metal brow, and the Coach
logo laser-engraved on the thin metal temples.
This sleek style is offered in interesting and alluring
color combinations: shiny rose gold/shiny silver with
shiny rose gold temples, shiny brown/silver/light gold
with shiny brown temples, burgundy/shiny silver with
shiny burgundy temples, and shiny purple/white
chrome/rose with shiny purple temples.
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